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There is no meeting until Feb 2022
How Australia earned its climate change reputation
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-11-01/australia-climatechange-reputation-ahead-of-cop26-warming-talks/100579386

Australia is often labelled a "laggard" on climate change, or worse.
When international climate negotiations come up, we are sometimes alleged to be a "blocker".
"Australia has an absolutely terrible international reputation on climate action and that's been laid
out in report after report after report," says Lesley Hughes, a climate scientist at Macquarie
University and a councillor at the Climate Council.
But over time, Australia's international reputation on climate change has been mixed, with ups and
downs along the road.
One thing is for sure: Australia goes to Glasgow with a lot of baggage.
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The weather has been just right for my green frogs and
for the second year in a row I have tadpoles. The Bush
Stone Curlews are back in our cul-de-sac and are nesting,
their numbers are growing and the “gang” has great fun
screeching and charging around in the small hours of the
morning. During the day of course they are sentinels,’
quiet guardians of their spaces. With an expected La
Nina year maybe our wildlife will be able enjoy better
climate conditions than past seasons.
“When people think about the world coming to an end,
the extinction crisis, climate change, they think it is
going to happen to some-one else in the distant future”
Christina Mittermeir.
I am sure we’ve all been encouraged by the efforts being
made by so many countries around the world at the UN
climate conference to address the many issues affecting
global temperatures with the aim to prevent a rise over
1.5C, despite some of the bigger polluters not even
attending.

Dancing peacock spider - YouTube

The aims are to: o accelerate the phase-out of coal
o curtail deforestation
o speed up the switch to electric vehicles
o encourage investment in renewables.
The United Nations community has come together in the
past to fight acid rain and the destruction of the ozone
layer, this next challenge can also be achieved.

King Parrot seen in road reserve
Alex. Hills. Steve Homewood.

As a community we need to forget about global and start
thinking local.
One has to question how the proposal, apparently
supported by all levels of government, to destroy nearly
50 hectares of wetland, seagrass and saltmarsh to create
a development IN Toondah harbour, is compatible with
some of the “green” aspirations that may be found in
council publications. Saltmarsh and foreshore wetlands
are carbon sinks, clearing and drainage of wetlands can
lead to a loss of stored organic carbon into the
atmosphere.

Rainbow bee-eater seen near
Bargara Beach. Steve Homewood.

Interestingly, in this years’ RCC 2020/21 annual report starting page 144, “Imagining our Future”
says on Page 205: Vision statement 3 “Embracing the Bay”
“The benefits of the unique ecosystems, visual beauty, spiritual nourishment and coastal lifestyle
provided by the islands, beaches, foreshores and water catchments of Moreton Bay will be
valued, protected and celebrated.”
Redland Council pg. 205
“Conservation is often at the established bottom rung of priorities for local government but a lot of
that’s because we have never had a proper value for it!”
Brent Stirton
Another issue over next few years will be the Birkdale Community Precinct and the possible
deforestation of part of the site to create initially the “2032 Olympic Whitewater Centre”, the huge
infrastructure needed will surely bury the site under hundreds of tons of concrete and may well
alter all the water tables down to Tingalapa creek, this for a four-day event. This area will
ultimately morph into a community activity aquatic centre and parkland but at what cost to our
Carbon Footprint?
Brisbane's bid, similar to that of the upcoming Paris and Los Angeles Summer Olympics in 2024 and
2028 respectively, should be focusing on reusing existing venues, refurbishing existing sites and
using temporary venues where possible. For south-east Queensland, that means using a lot of the
venues established for use hosting the Commonwealth Games in 2018. Other cities can be used
and we know there is an existing whitewater centre at Penrith which was used for the 2000
Olympics.
We will have a stall at the Indigiscapes Eco market Saturday 4th December from 8.00am with
plenty to sell, drop by and see us on the day. Need a decent flat walk, park the car near Redland
Bay Golf club at the end of North Street and follow the coastal path to the Ferry Terminal, take the
new bridge across the creek and meander through the parks opposite as far as Hilary Avenue, use
that to connect back to the coastal path and then head back detouring to Pelicans View café, I
can recommend the scones, a short walk back to Moores Road will allow you to retrace your steps.
This will be our last Newsletter for 2021, we will back in February 2022, Martin Fingland will be our
first speaker on 25th February at our new venue Alexandra Hills Community .
Hall, Finucane Road below ALDI, parking entrance round the corner in Windemere Road.
Thanks, every-one for your support throughout 2021, we will hold regular meetings throughout
next year including possibly an outdoor meeting on Coochiemudlo. Stay safe our borders reopening over next few months will present more challenges as if we haven’t had enough.

“If we were meant to stay in one place, we’d have roots instead of feet.”
― Rachel Wolchin

Stone Fish seen Bargara Beach. Steve Homewood

Bush Stone Curlew attending Kimberly
Park State School. Chelsea Homewood.

A rare semipalmated plover from the Arctic is at Geoff Skinner
Wetlands, Wellington Point, & attracting birdos from all over
BIRDERS have flocked to Wellington Point this week to get a glimpse of a migratory bird
seen only a handful of times in Australia.

But this year the plover must have been in a muddle and joined other migratory species on
the 13,000km long-haul flight to the warm sanctuary of Moreton Bay.
It has given Australian bird watchers a once-in-a-lifetime chance to see a creature that
makes one of the world's great animal migrations.
Queensland Wader Study Group secretary Peter Rothlisberg said he had been to the
wetlands to take a close look at the plover.
"This bird usually migrates between the Arctic or Canada and goes south along the
coastline for non-breeding season, to North America... It rarely comes this way," he said.
Click here to read more …

Christmas beetles seem fewer in number. Citizen science
aims to help explain why
For many, Christmas means Mariah Carey songs on repeat, hot weather and flashes of green and yellow insects
in our gardens.
But in recent years Christmas beetle sightings appear to be dwindling.
A new online study is hoping to recruit community scientists and budding entomologists to help track and count
the beetle,
Tanya Latty, an entomologist from the School of Life and Environmental Science at the University of Sydney,
said there had never been a dedicated long-term study in the decline of Christmas beetles.

"While everybody feels like numbers are going down and people claim that we don't see them in the numbers
that we used to, we don't have that data," she said.
"Having said that, there is reasonable anecdotal evidence to suggest that there has been a decline in Christmas
beetle numbers.
"This is why we have launched the Christmas beetle count through the iNaturalist website in the hope of
getting some good numbers on what is happening with Christmas beetles.“
Associate Professor Latty said the possible decline could be due to several factors including the increased use of
broad-spectrum insecticides and pesticides in gardens.
"Applying any sort of curl grub killer or insecticides to the soil is generally not a good idea for any gardener,"
she said.
"Most of those chemicals are broad-spectrum, which means they will affect a large range of insects and it also
mucks up the soil ecosystem.“
Scientists believe other reasons for the decline could be habitat change, as a lot of the native bushland and
grassland the beetles would spend time in as larvae have disappeared or been destroyed.

"Things like climate change can also mess around with when insects come out," Associate Professor Latty said.
"We don't have enough data to point us in the direction of what is the major factor in the decline in numbers.“
Chris Reid, a principal research scientist at the Australian Museum, said Christmas beetles were named after
the time of year they appeared rather than their shiny colouring.
"Christmas beetle is just a general name; their scientific name is Anoplognathus, in which there's about 36
species," he said. "Drought is probably a principal reason why we haven't seen as many over the past few
years. If the ground is too dry, the adults can't emerge from the soil. "There also changes in the urban
environment and the expansion of urban areas."
Associate Professor Latty said a big entomological study would traditionally take a lot of time and money with
trained people outside collecting data.
"What's changed is that websites like iNaturalist can harness the power of citizens and community members
who can go out there and get the data and post it online for us," she said.
"We can now get data from across the county in real time and at almost no cost. "By contributing to this
project, you will be helping determine whether they are declining and, if so, what might be causing that
decline.“ Source: ABC Click here to read article and learn more.

Bushfire – loss of biodiversity – increased fire
Could biodiversity loss have increased Australia's
bushfire threat?
Australia's original earthmovers and landscape gardeners
are Ecosystem engineers directly or indirectly affect the
availability of resources through changing the physical
state of biotic and/or abiotic materials. Fossorial
ecosystem engineers have been hypothesized as
affecting fire behaviour through altering litter
accumulation and breakdown, however, little evidence of
this has been shown to date. Fire is one of the major
ecological processes affecting biodiversity globally.
Australia has seen the extinction of 29 of 315 terrestrial
mammal species in the last 200 years and several of
these species were ecosystem engineers whose fossorial
actions may increase the rate of leaf litter breakdown.

The Northern Bettong has a diet consisting largely of
Birkdale
underground fungi. By spreading their spores the
land
bettongs play a role in unlocking soil nutrients for
trees to take up. Extract from photo: W Lawler/AWC

Thus, their extinction may have altered the rate of litter
accumulation and therefore fire ignition potential and
rate of spread. We tested whether a reduction in leaf
litter was associated with sites where mammalian
ecosystem engineers had been reintroduced using a pairwise, cross-fence comparison at sites spanning the
Australian continent.
At Scotia (New South Wales), Karakamia (Western
Australia) and Yookamurra (South Australia) sanctuaries,
leaf litter mass (−24%) and percentage cover of leaf litter
(−3%) were significantly lower where reintroduced
ecosystem engineers occurred compared to where they
were absent, and fire behaviour modelling illustrated this
has substantial impacts on flame height and rate of
spread.

Birkdale
land

Banksia sp. Photo S. Baltais

This result has major implications for fire behaviour and
management globally wherever ecosystem engineers are
now absent as the reduced leaf litter volumes where they
occur will lead to decreased flame height and rate of fire
spread. This illustrates the need to restore the full suite
of biodiversity globally.

Click here to read more.

Wombat. Photo M. Baltais

Glasgow COP26: Could short-term
embarrassment lead to long-term loss?
Sitting in Rome ahead of the G20 this week, got me
wondering. It seemed unlikely that anyone – outside a
handful of journalists and public servants – knew the G20 was
about to take place. Certainly, as a nation, we seem to have
forgotten that Australia helped build this integral piece of the
world’s diplomatic architecture.
For a country that has such a massive geographic footprint
and significant economic weight, Australia is mostly reticent
in proposing bold foreign policy initiatives. Our successes are
few. Dr H.V Evatt was quick to support the creation of the
United Nations in the immediate aftermath of WW2. Percy
Spender, with a somewhat reluctant Robert Menzies,
delivered the ANZUS Treaty which has just celebrated its 70th
anniversary. John Dawkins galvanised the Cairns Group in
1986 to invigorate the global trade agenda, and Bob Hawke
was pivotal in the creation of APEC in 1989. Twenty years
later and in the wake of the global financial crisis, Kevin Rudd,
with the support of Barack Obama, successfully lobbied for
the G20 to replace the G8 as the world’s premier economic
forum.
But when it comes to maintaining the momentum Australia,
it seems, lacks staying power. The South-East Asian Treaty
Organisation held its last meeting in Canberra in 1972 and
then effectively disappeared. The Canberra Commission, an
important arms control and disarmament initiative
established under the Keating government in 1995, was
sidelined by the Howard government. And Australia’s
energetic support for the UN’s principal climate change
forum, the Conference of the Parties (COP), has dissipated in
the past decade as Australia pursues expanded fossil fuel
exports rather than reduced global emissions.
In a world facing serious climate, economic, security and
health issues, Australia is no longer a serious player.
The G20 summit in Rome this weekend is a case in point.
There is no sense of urgency, nor proactive agenda calling for
substantive steps to restore equilibrium and stability to a
world that is reeling as much from the economic impacts, as
from the health impacts, of COVID-19. A quarter of the world
leaders have failed to show up: Vladimir Putin has a lockdown
in Moscow; Xi Jinping is managing China’s COVID problems;
Fumio Kishida has an election; Andrés Manuel Lpez Obrador
does not travel; and Jair Bolsonaro is battling to save his
political skin.

You might also be forgiven for thinking that Australia would
attempt to diversify its diplomacy somewhat, giving it a
more confident, mature, nuanced and a less frantically
militaristic character. But given the government’s
intransigence on climate change – a failure that attracted
notice and implicit rebuke from no less a journal than The
New York Times – its reticence is understandable.
The Prime Minister’s on-again-off-again posturing on
whether he would even attend the Glasgow COP is
consistent with Australia’s indifferent approach to foreign
policy that is focused on domestic politics instead of
Australia’s place in the world. That we might have an image
to restore and a reputation to recreate is hardly relevant
when the main game has become holding together an
unstable Coalition – by allowing the minor partner to shake
down the government, and the nation, for frankly ridiculous
concessions.
With its retreat into a neo-imperialist AUKUS partnership
that does nothing to enhance regional or global stability, its
continued neglect of its Pacific and South-east Asian
neighbours as they battle the coronavirus, its proud
rejection of an increased 2030 emission reduction target
and its refusal to offer any leadership on tackling fossil
fuels, Australia’s foreign policy malaise has only intensified.
In this context it is perhaps unsurprising that Scott Morrison
fails to see the G20 meeting in Rome as an opportunity to
make amends for its recalcitrance and assume Australia’s
rightful place in the world’s principal economic summit.
Likewise, the latest COP. Rather than Glasgow being an
opportunity for Australia to bolster its free trade
negotiations with the UK and EU, the government’s position
on climate change has been lead in our saddle bags. And
rather than emission reduction targets bringing Australia
closer with our Pacific neighbours, they have driven a
wedge between us. Our failure in the Pacific is in the
strategic interests of others. When it comes to Glasgow
COP26, it is even worse.

There is already concern that the climate conference will
not live up to expectations. Now, thanks to the Prime
Minister’s net zero “plan”, we know Australia is coming
with no intention to wind back fossil fuels. In fact, it’s the
opposite with massive new coal and gas expansions still
You might be forgiven for thinking that Australia, aspiring to a being pursued. Australia risks being seen as the “Glasgow
leadership role in the Pacific and promoting strategically wrecker”. This would of course be a tragedy, not just for the
assertive initiatives such as AUKUS and the Quad in Asia, globe but also Australia’s standing in the world.
would have invested some serious diplomatic capital to keep
the G20 at the centre of the world’s economic management. Whether it is submarine contracts, refugee policy, climate
After all, its repositioning was a key achievement of policy, development assistance policy, or the inability to
Australian foreign policy, and it remains a powerful group manage an economic relationship with its largest trading
where -unlike the G7 – Australia has a seat at the table.
partner, Australia’s approach to foreign policy has shifted
away from creative middle power diplomacy to creative
accounting and never-ending reputation management. Click
here to read more.

Biodiversity – Recovery - Rewilding
Integrating Climate and Biodiversity Action and terrestrial ecosystems are under restoration
Past
overuse,
conversion,
degradation,
fragmentation and pollution have resulted in
ecosystem decline and collapse in many biomes –
threatening the survival of up to one third of
Earth’s insects, the productivity of agricultural
systems, the livelihoods and well being of millions
of people and the survival of 1 million other
species that form the web of life we call the
biosphere and on which we all depend (IPBES
2019). Climate change exacerbates these problems,
making it urgent to protect and restore biodiversity
and ecosystem integrity cross the globe.

that strengthens connectivity; and conservation
action that contributes at least 10GtCO2e per
year to global climate mitigation efforts through
ecosystem based approaches that support
mitigation and adaptation.
Maintaining and restoring ecosystem integrity is
essential if we are to meet the challenges facing
humanity – whether climate mitigation and
adaptation, biodiversity protection, human health
and well-being or climate resilient sustainable
development.

An important opportunity exists in Queensland to
We face a stark imperative to deliver urgent and protect and restore some of our most important
transformative change in the way we live and our carbon and species rich ecosystems and deliver
integrated climate and biodiversity outcomes with
economic and political priorities.
the future of the native forest sector of the
But, while recognition is growing that climate timber industry once more under discussion.
change is having an adverse impact on biodiversity
and ecosystem integrity, there is much less The climate mitigation benefits of allowing
awareness of the impact of biodiversity loss and previously logged forests to recover to their
related damage to ecosystems on climate change. biological potential are superior to planting new
The feedback loops between the climate and trees, both in terms of the amount of carbon able
biodiversity crises are only just starting to be to be sequestered at a landscape scale in climate
understood by decision makers. There is more target timelines of 2030 and 2050 and in terms of
carbon stored in natural ecosystems than in fossil higher resilience and stability and lower risk of
fuel deposits so reducing current and future risk of loss from pests, disease, drought and fire. It is
emissions from them is critically important. Loss of surprising how many people confuse the rate of
biodiversity, fragmentation and damage to natural carbon sequestration (highest in young forests)
and agricultural ecosystems, increases the actual with the amount of carbon able to be
and future risk of, GHG release to the atmosphere. sequestered in forests (highest in older forests).
Damaged ecosystems store far less carbon, less The bigger the tree the more carbon there is
securely than undamaged ecosystems. And, stored in it and the bigger the canopy the greater
allowing degraded natural ecosystems to recover the sequestration potential.
sequesters more carbon faster and more securely
Western Australia recognized these benefits
than replanting.
from ending native forest logging just a few
weeks ago. The decision by the McGowan
The urgency of reversing the trajectory on
Labor government to rapidly end native
biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation is
forest logging and support the long term
acknowledged in the latest draft of the CBD post
future of the timber industry by investing in
2020 biodiversity framework which includes targets
purpose planted trees on farms, recognized
of: increasing protection to 30% of land and sea
the benefits for wildlife, climate mitigation
areas through ecologically representative and well
and local communities.
connected systems of protected areas and other
effective conservation measures; ensuring that at
Its past time Queensland followed suit. Read the
least 20% of degraded freshwater, marine
full story by clicking here.

Wildlife Diary
White-throated Needtail, Hirundapus caudacutus, have
returned. The White-throated Needletail is a large (20
cm in length and approximately 115–120 g in weight)
swift with a thickset, cigar-shaped body, stubby tail and
long pointed wings. Sexes are alike. The nominate
subspecies caudacutus breeds in Asia, from central and
south-eastern Siberia and Mongolia, east to the
Maritime Territories of Russia, Sakhalin and the Kuril
Islands and south to northern Japan and north-eastern
China. Most White-throated Needletails spend the nonbreeding season in Australasia, mainly in Australia, and
occasionally in New Guinea and New Zealand.
Bush stone-curlew, Burhinus grallarius have been very
vocal, a common occurrence during the breeding season
where territorial disputes are often vocalised.
Christmas Bells, Blandfordia grandiflora, is naturally
found in swampy areas from the coast of Sydney up to
Brisbane. It’s commonly known as Christmas Bells
because it tends to flower around Christmas time
(November to March).
Climate change is a crisis that threatens our life-support
systems. Humans have created the crisis and we have
the skills and solutions to turn it around. We can better
care for nature, each other and ourselves.
Australian Museum
Did you know the Semi-slug is a type of pulmonate
gastropod (air-breathing snail equipped with a lung).
Semi-slugs make up part of the Family Helicarionidae,
and all members have thin, glassy shells. Semi-slugs
differ from their more traditional snail relatives by
having a much smaller, ear-shaped shell that is too small
to completely cover the body. While they might appear
to be an intermediate form between snails and slugs,
semi-slugs are not closely related to any of the families
of true slugs. There is a large diversity of semi-slug
species in eastern Australia, and this can make
identification difficult.
Did you also know that even though they look cute and
can sometimes be found in home gardens, Semi-slugs
are not suitable for keeping as pets. This is because they
can act as intermediate hosts for the two species of Rat
Lungworm (Angiostrongylus cantonensis and A.
mackerrasae) that occur in eastern Australia.
Source: QM

Photo: S Baltais

Social Networks

It’s warming up and our flying fox friends can be
seen out wheeling over Brisbane by night, helping
to pollinate native flora. Celebrate the coming
summer months with a relaxing boat cruise aboard
the MV Neptune along the Brisbane River, scanning
the skies for these majestic flying mammals.
Assessment of Gas Activities in Queensland
Spring into summer and join Wildlife Queensland and Bat
Conservation and Rescue Qld on our unique, COVIDcompliant Batty Boat Cruise this November.

Interact with orphaned baby bats on board, enjoy the
informative live commentary, and be fascinated by
Brisbane’s grey-headed, little red and black flying foxes
as we cruise to Norman Creek to watch them fly out over
the river at sunset. Then, enjoy the twinkling city lights
on the cruise back to Brisbane.
Fun for young and old. This truly is a one-of-a-kind
experience and best of all, it supports ongoing bat
conservation efforts.
When: Sunday 28 November, boarding from 5 pm. The
boat departs 5:15 pm and returns 7:45 pm
Where: Cultural Centre Pontoon (50 m upstream from
the Victoria Bridge), Southbank. Google ‘Cultural Centre
Pontoon’ for directions.
How: Book online. You’ll enjoy:
o
o
o
o

live commentary
meeting and greeting orphan baby bats
watching the sunset flyover
browsing souvenirs of your trip and buying wildlife
books and gifts
o
raffles and prizes
o
a selection of food and drink available on board.
Book for our November cruise today or find out more
about cruises for this year and 2022.

Until recently, we have considered extreme events as
rare, which means there have been few data available
to make assessments regarding changes in their
frequency, intensity, and after-effects.
Quoll Seekers Network (QSN) was established to raise
community awareness of quolls in Queensland, gather
information on quoll populations, and help people
enjoy living alongside quolls.
The network aims to be Queensland’s central nongovernment body for collecting and disseminating
information about quolls in order to achieve good
conservation outcomes. Networking with other
organisations is a key component of Wildlife
Queensland’s operations and communications
strategy.
In this webinar, the panel explores the application of
extreme event data for improved understanding from
three perspectives – national, local and recovery.
Join us: QSN welcomes wildlife enthusiasts who want
to join the network. Membership is free. Email us
If you don’t have too much time on your hands, you
can support the work of Quoll Seekers Network
through our adopt-a-quoll program.
Share your pictures: Like us on Facebook and post
your best quoll photos to our wall to give us permission
to share.
Saving the Spotted-Tailed Quoll: A Landholder’s Guide
is available to view as a flipbook below and can also be
downloaded as a PDF document. To request a printed
copy, please contact Wildlife Queensland at
communications@wildlife.org.au or phone (07) 3844
0129.

QUITE INDEPENDENT of each other, many of the
stories in this edition are similar in approach – they
tell in detail of the recovery of threatened species
and habitat. Factual details may vary, but each of
these articles provides the same thing: hope. A
hopeful pathway for species that, perhaps, not so
long ago seemed bereft of a positive course into the
future.
There are other key factors at play in each of these
stories as well: strong research and hard work. Hope
is driven by the action taken on that research – and
how rapidly it is deployed – for the speed of that
action is increasingly catalysed by the hard work of
volunteers. Indeed, that amazing resource, the Atlas
of Living Australia, is built of it.

https://wildlife-australia.org.au/

Take part in FrogID
Week 12-21 November!

Whether from your urban backyard, farm
dam, or remote bushland, every frog call
that is recorded with the FrogID app during
#FrogIDWeek helps build our national
understanding of frogs.
Download the free #FrogID app and start
recording: www.frogid.net.au

Evening with the Minister
Wednesday 24th November, 6.30pm
You are invited to an online forum with Meaghan
Scanlon, the Minister for the Environment and the Great
Barrier Reef and Minister for Science and Youth Affairs.
Queensland Conservation Council (QCC) are asking the
Minister to share her commitments on addressing climate
change, better ways to reduce and manage waste, and
expanding national parks and other protected areas.
A conversation not to be missed, and a critical opportunity
to demonstrate to the Minister the love that
Queenslanders have for our environment, and all that it
provides to us.
RSVP here to receive the link to join QCC online on Zoom.
Come along and invite a friend!
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